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The Lokhandwala General Hospital came into existence in the year
2002. The hospital is surrounded by Muslim dominated area with
more than 2 lakhs families residing. Before 2002 there was not a
single hospital nearby and these families had to suffer ...

About Us
The Lokhandwala General Hospital came into existence in the year 2002. The hospital is surrounded
by Muslim dominated area with more than 2 lakhs families residing. Before 2002 there was not a
single hospital nearby and these families had to suffer a lot due to lack of hospital. These poor
families became victim due to lack of timely treatment of fatal diseases which sometime resulted to
death. Pregnant women were helpless, delivering their babies in house or even on the way to
hospitals in rickshaws. At that time in this area i.e., Dariyapur there was one government hospital,
which was managed by Municipal Corporation. The hospital was only in name and had no good
doctors or any facilities, the construction of building was about to collapse.
This scanario of helpless people inspired Human Welfare Society to create a well organised hospital.
Human Welfare Society took the building on lease from the corporation for 5 years. By the grace of
Almighty Allah and efforts of our team of trustees the building was now a hospital in real sense, and
now the building is known as Lokhandwala General Hospital.
The hospital up to now has done a lot for poor people who can't afford expensive treatment in other
hospitals, and InshaAllah even in future it will provide the best service to the poor, helpless and needy
people.
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/lokhandwala-general-hospital/aboutus.html
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OTHER SERVICES

2D Echo & USG

Urethroscopic Surgery

24 Emergency (Casualty)
Medical Services
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